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Ali A. Mazrui is easily Africa's most prolif ic and probably also its most 
(J (' o d u_(. ./, ' v1 ·-hj ~ V LJ.~ /'! -f-i__c_ 

controversial scholar. His extraordinarily p:PeJifjc cape-er is ., an p::rt,.,., 

at.tested tQ oy tbe a~~P, -:;;;tely twenty books he has to his name. VJ:rnt•s r "l tt..d.{ +1~, 

/. ~ if he found the time to pull together a variety of his unpublished 

papers, Mazrui could, i f he was so inclined, add fi ve or even more books to 

this already impr essive list of publications. It would seem a 24-hour day is 
{2t; , · 

too brief c:rrtu---44f0 r .ts-o this illustrious son of Kenya's ancient Muslim city of 
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u 
Mombasa, where Mazrui was born over half a century ago. 

,,--, 
- c-wse--J:.y.-.w.i-tlr-M-82ru4c-tol"--alrno.sL-a-de-eade;--an-d--hav·:i:ng··-obs-el"ve-d-- hi-s-w-ork--rrab±t~_ 

I--Woo-l:d-h-az-a-rd--a--gue-s-s-th<1-t--M-azrtt-:i:--4-&-ea-f}-ahle-of-- keeping--th'l"ee-·-fu-1-1-ti.ma---5<.____ 

0 As a writer, Mazrui has addressed S!l!!l!lh a wide spectrum aneJ di11et5§ tange-
C--· 

of issues and ideas""tjf;t;;:rme ~ . i-s-::ea •• ~ b¥::=l:::' b~h--F'"e!"--rnt-al'l,y-(>f.-h.i..s.~j.m;~e,r-:5';-~"'-. 

I~ 

~f.&o.r.d:¢: __ M:F~s...-f innumerable publications 

ya9u!.tt:--£egareir,g the fertility of his mind, his imaginative powers, and his 
f-f-,'s 

immense capacity for intellectual work. M:a:zri.n 's 11&St writings in political 
' ,.,, 

science can,-7~~ be grouped U:W:ler the following broad categories: 

(a) comparative politics; (b) international relations; (c) political theory 

and political philosophy; (d) political sociology; and (e) socio-linguistics 

and literary studies . For Mazrui's African and non-African critics (and he has 

extremely high speed of creativity is.--;:)...,_ 

How can one possibly shift from an 

analysis of "The Poetics of a Transplanted Heart," (an article Mazrui wrote 

for the once vibrant i ntellectual magazine, Transition, based in Kampala) to 

an investigation of "Mini-Skirts and Political Puritanism" (an article written 
$--S 

for Africa Report)? Is Mazrui 1s writing speed intellectually dangerous? How 

can one think and write at such a breakneck speed? 

The burden of proof rests with those who would claim that writing slowly 

necessarily results in greater profundity and depth. Those scholars (African 

as well as non-African) who have been rather slow in writing have not 

necessarily produced more impressive contributions than Mazrui. Yet, some of 

------------- ---·· ·-··-·· -·-----------.------.,--·-;li A. Mazrui, "The Poetics_o.La Transplanted 
\ (Kampala) No. 35 (1968) ~1-·S~d "Mini.:,S~_irts and 
·Af_ri ca Report (W '::-~y_igton, DC) October 1 968. ·,_"-

'---------- -· ,_ 
------ ..... - ...... --- . .. ... .. . . 3 ~ .......__ r--, . .._ _ ___ :,-:::~:::.....___ ______ __ _ 

Heart,"- T-ransi tion --
Poli ti cal Puritanism,"~ 
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-Mazrui's detractors ("professional Mazrui bashers" as he himself prefers to 

call them) contend that his compulsive tendency to write and lecture 

relentlessly reveals a major weakness-the inability to engage in research and 

to gather data before capturing his own scholarly observations, findings, and 

thought.s in writing . 

Throughout his wide-ranging career, Mazrui has consistently refused to be 

depth and genuine scholarly sophistication. Because H he does not 

spend enough time on one theme or sub-field sne because tie is I abhor ecJecti ~ 
. ' ' ,,I 

~ c.r : +·,ccc e,,({9-<....__,_ .---· .. ......... . . - _;,,/-- . 
U Aas 'eeei:i argue-e that Mazrui~8t:¥1e Ol'la _.?,P_PfJ:tabh,.:-p-eFmit;s t~ only 

5~ 0,r[ 
scratchVthe surface. -~of M.a:zt~ readers wish he would 

°'- "'1.<....,be, 
return to s.me of the 

fo: 1,ibiol. 

issues and questions 
see1«.s +o .P 

neverAfind~ time 

that he has raised in the past, but 

to do so. Mazrui continually 

tantalizes and excites the mind. He also keeps moving on to new horizons. He 
Q..__. 

could vset, (.ca::t be label led, with some justification, an "intellect teaser. 11 

Mazrui also maintains an enormous volume of correspondence-sufficiently 

large to constitute, for many people, a full-time vocation. Some of this , 
So~ o.f- if

correspondence concerns debates with intellectual adversaries. A:t, otbee I lmes 
IVIVO[ve__s: y,,__e(eJ'f '.,j 'J,-e.<2.+;"'-7.$ -(yO~ 

i,k-i s si111pl y ,ov acknowledg~ ~a'tio~see cl his many admirers. 

Ri.1t tbese jJlqstratioas are only the tipr-te~f~t&l:l:¼~e~zei-<' 0&00-1~-0L.a-.&fl-e-srthrtcrtdmr---c;;; 
\...is. 1,s +-ri(t1 YfeM-c,..,,K~ ~ (e · l,.1'~ i lYtl'vlefs ;ovi ,.., a... 

scale of/\personal corresponden~eA This side of Mazrui---- correspondence 
I'\. 

def'~ ved) ..Piro""\ 
culture--is probably a eet !?fflrsH v-e eif his Westernization. Not many Africans or 

Muslims worry unduly about responding to each and every letter addressed to 

them. Mazrui does not typify them, Future biographers of:-k~4~a-aruw. may 
I 

C< 
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- -pow:er to dci.:.alE:.tiw.~-~.::;my-ri_ad . things? 
~ - ............. _ -- .... . 

!,.; ''_. 
A major characteristic of Mazrui 1* is tlite±fle~, -,li11m; capacity for 

generating debate and controversyc tha::t;:.:l:RFposse5'$·. It is pa1t1, this;.; ·

ten-dencyf,--¼rf)4ea-lly-·Uhar aeter.edof.11_~-~f.~ ,!@ich .. seems.~.to .. . crea.t~ 

/. ~ 
,__§i de-¼::,-,:-det:er-rrti';rfei::P'af'l"d',·er;trard critics, a S we J ] ,,as....a..---l"e--l-a-t4:-ve-1¥-·r-e-v-er"ent--~-<:___ 

4-:~ ~'1_.Q_ 

r~_?_tc_i.tu,eROY OR t-h-e=otae!"". ~ provocations ·M-azt ai- --eng:ages in is usually 

carefully thought out, including an anticipation of likely hostile responses 

and ~reparation for rebuttal when the occasion arises. One fascinating 
e()..r l!j 

example is Mazrui's e:e4thL article,t entitled "Nkrumah, the Leninist Czar," 
~ ---" 

published in Transition in the mid-1960s. The very title of the article is 

in ~nusual and was carefully calculated to stimulate critical thinking 
<'.)) 

and examination of the legacy of one of Africa's postf colonial heroe~,aaEi ~ 

statesrnen. If one is a Marxist-Leninist, how ~~n one also be a Czar~~ 
..Pa.£c:.,,c...fr~.,, 

ctbc ssme time?- This apparent cont radiction betrays Mazrui 's QG.S~s-aii.el'I with 

h. ! '.5 
paradoxes and~ inclination to illustrate how things that may, on the 

surface, appear vastly different from each other, even the opposite of each 

other, are, when probed to their depths in reality, reconci l able. 'lltet is R(>'O 

Tndeed.1 

r t&111enti lil'I tl:Htt they may be curiously similar in some fundamental respects. 

In the essay on Nkrumah, Mazrui's argument was that by lead ing the 

(former British colony of) Gold Coast to independence, Nkrumah was a great 

Gold Coaster. Also, by being a deeply dedicated proponent of the continental 

unity of Africans aM? r a t,111 !ha. and a great source of inspirati on for and 

/ .. 

.'/
. 2 "Nkrumah: The Leninist C ar Transition (Kampala) No. 26 1966, 

trans lated in Marathi (Indian 1 guage) . 

------- --· -------------------- ---
. ----
\ 

i 

"'---------·--- 5 ---·-------·-----.... -----.. - - ....... _. _.,_ .. ..... 

~---
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force behind continental pan-Africanisrn, Nkrumah was also a great African. 

However, Nkrumah invested far more time, energy, and resources on the dream of 

continental unity than he seemed to have invested in enhancing Ghana's own 

socio-economic well-being and development . Thus, as Nkrumah increasingly 

became a tyrant who behaved more like a monarch (hence a Czar)} and as his 

ideology 

overtly 

and-political behavior 
c....../ 

from Lenin~ PG JJ,1 fog 4 ;J.e-

moved increasingly to the left, borrowing 

(hence a Leninist), Nkrumah came to 

combine the seemingly contradictory attributes of a Czar and a Lenin. To some 

extent, Nkrumah, Mazrui suggested, even became a fusion of the two. The 

controversy generated i!'l l ha 19tlC !f~ by Mazrui 's brief piece on 

Nkrumah clearly illustrates ~~ how ~9,e Mazrui ca~~~

...... _ ___a..;;gr::eat~~.J!L4i,.<>.t-.i_na i -.n,b:.,1,J,~-· n.li~~~~al"fld::~~2: . --· ~~ . - - ./..' 
ene(je- • I C. 

0 __9- ~OH He ,..te~ excel.5 in provoking critical thinking and geAUil'lely ~~a~g~i.,,.11,.g---------

debates. 

---Mazrui 's writing style-elegant, tasteful, artisti c,;.highly quotable/\~ 

_9Fa1U1a: bi ghly m~e--also contributes to the longevity and passion of the 

debates he unleashes. Mazrui breathes life and excitement into most of the 

things he writes about. It was not entirely in jest that one of his critics, 

in a sophisticated evaluation, stated that "Ali A. Mazrui is incapable of , 
~ 9-- ~ C\ \.+e-. 1rodt.l.-c.,r1-J' 

writing a dull paragraph." n t~ ·rr!adv~ Ha5F".l=ii •J'\..\ffi teJ zestfull'l,.._ jacy 
,pr-os-e . . _c::l 

and vigorous 'W'.I ibHig s 1 !:.!f!S an apt eharacteri z atj an of roast of Mazrui 's wo~--
M-e(' r 

A gei.;i.w,.; at thinking quickly and synthesizing ideas on his feet, Mazrui 
(\ 

is a witty, articulate, and dangerous intellectual adversary, especially in 

public exchanges. One is well-advised to think through carefully any 

intellectual combat strategies before confronting Mazrui for he seems to floor 

------ ~----... , ____ _____ ...,_ -- 'j""--·---·-------

( ,. _} ,(~Q!}..n Le1_s, _,,'PransLtion (Kam{}al;~;- U_gan_da) .. No-:--=-J l(J.January __ J~68)_ • . _----------> "-----------~-=--~~~~.,;.~ _t.."-'-·-:--::-7 ,::::~::=.~:~::~ _::_ . - ..... -· .. . . ~.. . .. -- - --:-~-- . . . >-. .. -. . -· .. . ... 
~ , 

\ 
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c-::;:, 
. ,.!"~get:..at.t.pg_ t<?9.. •- .. o.nce--n0ted- of' -hts·-·comp at ri -ot .. , .. ·11I · -have· -never····-- -··-------...__ ___ _ 

4 ~·,..,,.,.,-
.kn~ W..r:ig-.,-the worse.-of- arry··argument-,-[-sic-J •· ••• 11 •• .... - --·---·--~ --- ··--·--- --

Mazrui 's most potent intellectual weapon is perhaps his capacity to x-ray 

ideas and arguments and to ~)P;i~~--~~~ \ the internal contradictions and 

irrationality of an adversary. He is a master player of this game. He 

reminds one of wha t the celebrated German sociologist Max Weber termed an 

"exposer of nonsense." 

By identifying two broad and seemingly contradictory tendencies in 

Nkrumah, Mazrui was doing what has since become his consistent trademark--the 

business of attempting to reconcile paradoxes. For example, Mazrui's BBC 

Reith Lectures of 1979 (subsequently published in an expanded version as a 

book entitled The African Condition: A Political Diagnosis) revolved around 

six major paradoxes: (1) although Africa was the first habitat of man, the 

continent has been the last to be made truly habitable; (2) while Africans may 

not be the most brutalized of all peoples, they are probably the most 

humiliated in modern history; (3) African societies are not the closest to the 

West culturally, but they are experiencing the most rapid pace of 

Westernization this century; ( 4) even though Africa is not the poorest of the 

regions of the world in resources, it is the least developed of the inhabited 

continents; (5) whereas Africa is not the smallest of the continents, it is 

probably the most fragmented; and finally, ( 6) the paradox that Africa is the 

most central of all continents in geographical location, but politically and 

to some extent militarily it may be the most marginal. 

----/ 4 .-- - --·· .--- ---~ 

( 
Mohamed· H der, 11Mazr.u-r,·' Showman or Showpiec~," Africa Event .s.,-Ve-l:-·.- 2 

No . 10 LO"ct-;;ber p..- .q6·. , ______ ... ---- -- -
l ____ ____ _ -- _ .. _.,...,..~ .. ~ .. , ·-_,,. 

-------------------- -· --·--·-----------~ --~--? ______ _ 

~,;"'~ 

,, ( ., ·---'::.,,......:::""....:._ ___ _ 



ht~ 
Akin to Mazrui 's fascination with paradoxes is .tlHl tendency to state 

things in a paradoxical or dialectical way, or to invert what others may have 

said before. For example, "Hitler was at once the greatest enemy of the Jews 

in history and the greatest (if unconscious) friend of the concept of 

~ 
'Israe 1. 111 Or 11 ••• Al though the Second World War was ••• politically liberating 

for Africans •.. , that same war was an important stage in the incorporation of 
/1-,e,-d&'J / e.._d, :,.,r f-o 

Africa into the world capitalist system [i.e. Africa's economic 

~ 
1,1 

enslavement] • 11 Or, once more, "It is after all equally true [in an inversion 

of Lord Acton's famous dictum, (power corrupts and absolute power corrupts 

absolutelyl] that powerlessness corrupts-and absolute powerlessness corrupts 

~ 
absolutely." 

Side by side with the exploitation of paradoxes as analytical tools is 

Mazrui's recurrent use of analogies as ~euristic device5, For example, 
~:$ ,-

Ma®111H-s comparison of Nigeria's soldier-states1''yakubu Gowen to the U.S.'s 
;:.... 

Abraham Lincoln, ~r or of Kenya's Tom Mboya to the U.S. 's John F. 

+o 
Kennedy, or 'Me app1sllatiei, of Ali Shariati .s- "Iran's Jean Jacques Rousseau," 

+o 
or even tlie tleMtlpM:=eR- of Lebanon ¥" the "first Israel" (or semctime:s 1'S&-

~ - :r:LJ.14''~-------· ~ €Y~~ ~zn::r ; .f~~mTB::ird of a "Christian Israel"), are all attn 1r of a 

recurrent tendency to understand and to instruct by associating ·arHi ao111p a1 ing s:::;::::__, 

seemingly unrelated ideas and categories. 

·--------
"'---2 Ali A. Mazrui, "Zionism and\nartheid: Stran~~R~dfellows or Natu raL. 

Allies)-'!, Alternatives: A Journal of~rld Policy, Vol IX"·W.o 1 (Summer 198-.3) 
p. 80. ~ / ./ \ _.,,.,./ "" .,. . 

"-,, / // " , / 6 Mazrui',-. The African Condition: A P'0).iti ca·l Diagnosis, op-., _cit. p. 76. 

M . ST _,... Th . d w 1 d I t tx~- T . p_/,,1;'\ . 7 azru1, )'' he 1r or d an n erry_a 10 er ror1sm:,,,..,,.- re l!Tl3-.!:ary 
Reflections, /:The Th~ World Quarterly }L'ondon) Vo . 7 No • .,,-'2 (April 1 9'861, p. 
352, and hj-s' "New Nuclear·<~eapon Stat~s· and Their Imp~cVon Third World ~ 
Regional /eonflicts, 11 Chapter in Sadruddin Aga Khan (Ee(}, Nuclear War, Nuclear 
Proliferation (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985) p. 152. \ 

'--

) 
I 
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Mazrui I s love for re uni ting qualities that may appear to be contradictory 

~ ~tar'i~1f-~::fill:;t., T~~r., ·c ~11'.J~.:it~ recurs in ~:d.::.Qf:_tJi £ ___ 9t;;he1 "c: ks~ 

v-),:,Y- )( 

~ his latest, The Africans: A Triple Heritage (the Reith lectures of 
tl, 

1979 probably influenced the BBC's choice of Mazrui as the presenter of the TV 

series, The Africans, telecast in 1986), both in the nine-part series public 

television program and in the book version accompanying the series. Mazrui's 

television debut thrust him to what is probably the pinnacle of controversy in 

his spectacular career. Mazrui's provocative views on the three legacies 

influencing the African experience and identit;1-Indigenous, Islamic, and 
,A. 

•/ 
Western (especially the negative impact of the West)'--irritated many 

;!rec,. f ~ 'bl!r" 
West and a wb.e.le- 19aag,e of fellow Africans. 

-1. 
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH), Mrs. Lynne 

Cheney
1

denounced Mazrui 1 s series as an "anti-Western diatribe" and as "pro-

Qaddafy." The NEH even went to the extent of removing its name from the list 

of credits to the series. It is not difficult to imagine how,<i-r1 ~1j Q 

rv--- &. z..-r u... ·, """"-~~ -t-7bar ,act e-;;;i ~ J!iii»;l: T1t1ffi01 iitta sty1e 1 tlve pt-i1Ce$-&:r~- c:ul-e have chuckled$- o-vl?.:f' 

lro"v 
the~ that by removing its name from the list of credits and by noisily 

refusing to donate some $60,000 for promoting the program, the NEH had 

unintentionally but nonetheless effectively contributed to the promotion of 

the series well in excess of the sum it had refused to make available. As a 

result of the controversy generated by the NEH, far more people had their 

curiosity aroused and many who otherwise would not~ noticed the 

series subsequently watg,_b..,ed the nine-part program in its entirety. 

' ~ltimatel :frdk.s TV series, Mazrui~laces the blame for most of Africa's 

manifold problems (political, economic, social, etc.) at the doors of the 
A-frr'~ 

three culprits-Western imperialism, .A<rnioajlf ecology, and poor judgment and 

9 



lack of vision on the part of Africa's own leaders. It is curious how many 

viewers of the series preferred to ~rbitra~~tl only one of these 

culprits and to respond as if Mazrui had intended to hold not all three, but 

only one of them responsible for Africa's predicament. 

The dynamics of the controversy that ensued are rather fascinating in 

themselves. At one time,/iack American ultra¾ationalists charged that 
'-./ 

Mazrui's series amounted to a betrayal of the black race by one of its own. 

I 
But when these same Jlack critics discovered that Reagani te ultra-right-

wingers in the U. s. had denounced the series they quickly decided to reassess 
I 

their position. , The black :ult1a-oatio11alists e.;iEhrntly Elia noL like their ~ 

ow s • · s a_-re s a It , they -r-e 11 er s e d th-e-i-P-e-aF-l~tt-ci-s~~ 

C~r:~xaa succeedeaTr'i-Trr'TE'"at:hrg--oome-.--Re-ag.an±t-es. The last thing they 

/ wanted to happen was for them as marginalized flack Americans to share the 

same irritation with those they probably regarded as their worst enemy-

conservative right-wingers. Perhaps Mazrui 's greatest gift to Africa and its 

descendants in the diaspora is the soul-searching and re-examination of ideas 

that his consciously provocative work has generated, not only in Africa 

itself, but, to some extent, worldwide. His TV series, the most 

\/ fo baJf :1 ../A . .-?:::,' 
internationalized and f:1Q,hRhall1- mes~ widd;r known ~ of all his works, 

has to be placed at the heart of this legacy. 

These two major works (Rei th Lectures and the TV series, The Africans) 

hof- e~I"' 9 -
initiated serious debates mcst:hy in the West! but in Africa -:i: 1 :H as well. 

A. °" 
It is an intriguing attribute of the Mazrui J:henomenon that most of his 

readers either like his work deeply or else d i slike it intensely. In t he 

latter case, the hostility is sometimes so intense that it stretches to the 

10 



point of irrational hate. "Balanced" or "middle-of-the-road" positions are 
pht2~CMC11 l)v' 

rather rare among responses to "Mazruiana." An even more intriguing eRisma, is 
/\ 

that some of Mazrui 1 s ardent critics seem to be, t:o put it--=m:H::r:H·r:;:=re:¼:a:h:vel~ 

unfamiliar with his works . This category includes people who have never read 
tJ[ :'J!''-•-{- f~ v.) t-h.\ h IS 

his works but feel rather strongly on the basis, not of disagreement ~ 
1dec..s, /\ , __ ,.7-,/ 

~""-\;ln-OekStaF!fi,-±ng, but rather of a stereotyped.S perception of Mazrui 

that they have somehow acquired. \ Am'§flii ' tttC@;.lt:"p;es :l:ie"V~lr~~~ 

----- ' 
'="' ~~:i,le -~e __ is f.lu.ent -,: aRY i:t;_les;!!!!}t--4.-rr\ the- languag'e··~h@t 1•Shakespea~~~:e-~~!l~1:~ 

~ - __......,. .... ...-. .. \...-.-.. '-,::<."6-.::. .. .s-..u7 .. _.. __ .._ ... r.- :.,,~ .... . ~._.._ ;-:_:--;.· . - : - -·· 

.. _ J;rl:~~-~lffl~_e; "'-thax·beh·ind ·t~.la~qq~nc~L .;.µ;.,t J g ·! ,· .th~-.,i s 
~ 9-----· 
~.ot ~clf!+b ti .-~H d-· s 

1
~~-ap,~ ::th-at --=Maz-ru'h---,ts: a .:se 11-ou t to 

~:1:.~~i:a-1:~..i~"t'o~~e" lrfrI'"carr fr~a CK . race...:.riiarri re-steer-;" in 

~~-!': ~:~)'._ -~.tt~~~f,:.t~;.~'J;ef.t.M•~anda-;".""'O"f"::TnEf .Tfnf'v er si t'y" cl-ITT Chi g an as 

\ .. ~_mic_].~-e- ,;i;r,t:JHe ·1-i-eaFB1ano·!1lliter nationar'capit·a"'l·i--sm-;~the.·tr.s. 

r· t:1.a,K~!:&- i af~~~~'iJ:J~:.-seein+=j· '·'en'cHe-ss-'tra-vel-s:---are--·regard~d ---b-yL-..sooie 

JGLitl'.t~i t1 a cl 01~~:eFeiii an - , -··es pe-~U:Y:r-UI~rlot·-~· 
..f.c_,...., 

~ - · . _ - . · . ·~ Perhaps no other scholar :i.a Africa 

incites such passionate responses among people who have neither familiarized 

themselves with his writings, nor met him, let alone engaged in debates with 

~';~, .,~..2::: 
~ fflSA,,, What all these tendencies~ reveal is how debates and 

~ 
discussions /j~'@i!is5*' initiated ~4,~!i;~ by Mazrui tend sometimes to 

take on a life of their own. In the end, some of these debates retain very 
~ .. 

little of what Mazrui 's ifJm$1fflii1~h!lf ideas were. Does Mazrui himself invite 

this kind of reaction? To some extent he does. One has to be i I 9.-' ll y. I.AV\lA.~'-1.."--f(J 
or- /i'"t h; h; f-e d 

reserved ~ 1 G bi eeAt ::d,~r 
~bcu.:f 

to remain silent -e:s the many things Mazrui says 

either orally or in writing, 

Although Mazrui was educated mostly at universities located on the 
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opposite side of the Atlantic (he was at Columbia in New York for only a very 

brief stint--a year--for his M.A.), since the 1970s Mazrui has become, in a 
1t,;: 

professional sense, very Americanized. ~ Americanization includes the 

decision, following his flight from Amin' s Uganda, to settle ~~Ah: in the 

U.S. But it is probably in terms of professional behavior that Mazrui is ~ 

r '--'.t!ES mo st American. The tendency to write feverishly,- al~-.!lb a1' if: he , 
---- - - -·--- -· --------·· .,, -

~iouoly eelievcd-- iu the s-±og.a~ A,w.ericau., acaderoia.r: "~r ~.ai,-'f-.w--

~ --,tS more American than British. Indeed, the British, among whom Mazrui was a 

student for almost a decade, do not place special emphasis on heavy publishing 

as necessary credentials for survival in their academic community. 

infrastructural support. 
__o 

It is arguable that one of the kttJ.1:btanelcd!) ~ 

benefits of Mazrui I s 1 ife in exile has been the enhancement of his fro f 1 {'.21 ~ ,·7 
c?:5 fi!l_odaebl_,+l}y that became possible with the help of the facilities of a 

developed indu·st rial society. 

There is some truth in the charge that because Mazrui does so many things 

at the same time, his vast writings often seem to need more mtl i I :,u:1-iil aM Q.__ 

12 



attempting to be a jack-of-all trades, Mazrui has, in a sense, denied 
' I .i.,.. 

r,¥\ \ r /11, i 

scholarship as well as himself the best that his gifts ~wla ~~~ have 

yielded had his scholarly and intellectual activities been mor e focussed@ 

/p:Ja-e@'Ei, 30 to say, in "or::1e basket?'t":.,--Wfl-at.-4fe¼:Hi'H~o-ba-bh'-ha-v-e---be!-€flt--EHt~:.e-~-__.,-.:::. __ _.. 

speci--a-Li..:~J..,Q~an.e=:a=etlfa'-e""--SOffl;arm 

~- This is at once his strength (versatility) and his weakness (too 

scattered). 

..:~ .. . c..-..-

It is ~y not easy to sustain ~:@ (s&11t theoretical 

coherence when one casts one's intellectual net so widely. It is probably 

more the,- 1uestions that Mazrui ~:s raised ~a~11~l~t~~~Q~1~~ on all kinds of 



/I 
issues -a-tb~ and less the theoretical thrust of his wide- ranging 

r 
contribution that will constitute the backbone of the Mazrui legacy in 

academia, both in Africanist circles and beyond. 
~ see ~----s 

~.1~Adtcees tliM!t ,there are times when Mazrui cM!'.31 1 apfiiAM to engage in 
A-lJ ~ 

intellectualizing for the sake of intellectualizing. ,, _, - . ~y:~~s a_ "2 

Mazrui I s first ·boss at M~kerere·, - -P~ofessor ~ Coli -Leys-, ·-·accuse-d-hl}tm--- - ---

. ~r ef J ;.,. (;t b ri; l).an:: ' : o discipline • . Or , . put _it_ ,som~.~h at d iff _re ntf,-L ~l 
-~ _asserttrri( that Mazrui is intellectual (one fascin ted ly. id~-'S!) . -/. . l . / /., ! 

• •• 1 I' / - .. • - •· •• • • ... ·--- ------.. ------:- - ~·- .'---' __ / { / v~~s of g·atff~r-~r _of . e.v ~-~enca. and .. fa.~t-~J .: ·:~ r7 
f~}r; ess to the , Mazrui - is in reality a little bit of both, alth- t£e ---- _: ... ,--' ..•. _.,.. . .-.-----· .. ------·-··--·-· 

· ·:·:~. '<i,_bj t; "·1w·:f·~of--±nte"""ttectua1Ism~ 

~here is also the problem of internal consistency whenever one writes as 

i, e 
much as Mazrui does. For example, the seven strategies that M..asPtti recommends 

for combating underdevelopment in Africa (namely indigeni zation, 

domes ti cation, diversification, horizontal inter penetration, vertical 

counterpenetration, domestic austerity in the Third World, and encouraging 

northern extravagance), while insightful and suggestive, do pull in mutually 
c~ ,, .. :t' fi',,.,,__eJ he ~ v cc... h;:,,.,_ of- h i> ot.JI\ p1J..t6.d, 

contradictory directions. Mazrui dc.ee net .ittacb ary uei.gMrk.O these"~ 

s~t:::r~a:t:e~g::;i;..· e::,:s~n~o~r:__.~-~·uiem-;-ot"- te-1·:t-us-wheth-~his _;;it r a ~-e gy 
, ' "'\ .. ~-- ........... .... 

e pursue·d /one at a time or\_·;_ same .kind-of combinat ion-. -~Ai:-.e-- some of--___;;;i 
. ) 

14 
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Mazrui's Focus on Cultural Variables c__,, 
If~ Mazrui is the most prolific of ~j:r4~ Black Africa's 

social scientists, he is probably also the most "cultural." 
½e 

While ~luz: -.w. does 
c),_ 

not entirely ignore the role of material forces in Africabr,:¢elit· ::, end 
/ 

~z,-pl:lr;.<:J111 UHs, it is very clear that he places far greater ::i;i;gRifiea11ee aad e__.. 
ti--e-- Jl""-f"-C.t () f-

importance on the ~x~of . ..:A:ti tua~ culture m~a He il!lt3ee~ on African realities 

~~!ln ~ost of -hi~ peer~ ~···· _._.,_ ••• do: !1~ 
~~occupation 1-1,itb.,JJ,entt+we-1':eas: oprosed to an emi>L,aa4s Q 

mgterj 6 J ,rernreeaooml"'1 faetel"S is~, reflected by how often the term 
~ his 

"culture" or "cultural" appears in sc::m11al titles of #M12e1ilep1u;m.y books. 

~ #art from the word "Africa" itself, no other term is more recurrent • 

.9--~-.. ~~..!~H.lW-~~M-tegopY'. It ci.1 i fi I re if 1 Qi:'..~. In fact ' 

Mazrui's longest book carries both terms in its title, A World Federation of 

Cultures: An African Perspective. In this book, Mazrui recommends a 

~ strategy for attaining world peace and social justice ~~~-e--$2,~=-=

based on the concept of world culture rather than on the dream of, say, world 

government. 

,9 ..., In--.iet m:s ef the p_.. of bi.5 2naly,sis., Mazrui 's fascination with cultural 

phenomena tends to encourage him to look into eh z • i: i ea 01 ;;;:igenous~ 

sources of the African conditio~&Nii 0Ml3'eieim~. 

j 
o_r:..,.J eft:i;_st 

than look outside Uganda in order to 

understand and explain the µienomenon of Idi Amin, Mazrui instead sought to 

15 



examine the personality of the man and the environment that produced him. 

B ~~~Ff.l!~-.a_::~~-~~""§_g~:j _U µ-~~J:?.!:±:<?~::.Qf . tile:·, ·ma.ter.-l?';el1 ~:s_~
· -./ 

a~rtn-,tne -:an-a::i.it~~i-~,{; ~mi¥s,. lJgarrda·"prtJoa'bTywoutcroe-·M-a:trnr001H4'anxi-..~ 
..,. - -.... ~- --·~..::::--· : - - . 

__ Uganqa. ·M'arridan:i.. :~c.o·nc-Iu'.oes "tnat Amin was no more than an 
c_=:.._. , ... ,,..,..~~ ··"" .. -.-~~~~ -

L_g.Q~ . . fl,l),l~. JUl.d~~d Amin'J.'S"-rise,--t-0--p-ow--el""-0100-..e,j~~- ffi1~~~~:f=N~:;tess::::J:l~r-
. · .... - . - • ' . -: _") ' /. 

wi thouf~ si@~ent ;ating_=:"9ii':-how- N0r-t-h:ePn- :i:.mp.erial'i~ahl-i-~-ex-p-r6-f'ted-,- -

.=~:::i~~te:d;.:;."aiic[_J,'~ter a.fsqwp-~:~in. ~hile it is true that Idi Amin operated 

in an international system characterized by the competitive imperialisms of 

the Soviet bloc versus the Western powers, there was, however, a lot in Amin's 

character and behavior which was either personal and idiosyncratic~ 

;;diiltor partially rooted in the Field Marshall's own Kakwa-cum-Islamic 

heri tag:;,/ 

Go some leftist analysts, the cultural aspects of socio-political 

behavior are essentially part of the superstructure, basically a reflection of 

factors far more concrete and far mor_e fundamental __ than ~hemse lv7 Te 
,,-

ia1'.1:oR~- ,ul ture is, therefore, relatively unimportant to most economic 

tlzs;t;.., 

determinists. By contrast, by focussing on the more elusive~ perceptual 

and ~ cultural factors which would otherwise have been lost if the 

materialist approach was permitted to go too far (as so often is the tendency 

among the leftists in African scholarship), Mazrui 's cultural approach 

restores some of the healthy balance needed in understanding the African 
-a--' 

experience in all its comprehensiveness. ~' Mazrui 's article, "The 

Resurrection of the Warrior Tradition in African Politica l Cul tu re: From 

Shaka the Zulu to Amin the Kakwa," attempted to examine the Zulu and the Kakwa 

16 



~ 

sources ~ - a&:::ba:Jell(:re:i:~ of the behavior of these two important 

figures in Africa's modern history. 

G) Fot:~,,.,_ll!.§iOY.....Q...Lhi s r:e.ag.ex:s, ..es-t,eef"'a"l:ly 'bfie e..r:i:tieo, ~ fact that Mazrui, 
t ' 
~ deeply Westernized as he appears to be , should, in the majority of 

...... 

his works, pay careful and_ sustained atten_tion to African culU;_re wou l d at ('· 
fl.lZ2,-{1>1.J, 6,., .. :r he IS n ot- dr:S,,:;r..-ccd. ,..-v'chu ~ c~.._, ~re. 

first appear to be 0-Ri gmati ea-i-. i4i i 'i tr::u,e t:h.at-tb-ere are- a'Spe,ees""'O"f--~ 
ct"'d r'\e·J e·r ~d.$ l• i:-'.' C<i, \ 
th~ew-de"eplyWe~fer rifz eel th e··-1nanw is--: Qiirte ·ap) i~tt-:'~fr.om.:.-havi~g--! . .. . .. . .. ·-·-
received mo st of his edu cciti on in the Wes tern war ld, his de ci si on aftier 

fleein.g from Idi ·Amin 1s uJanda to sett~e in --~~-~--heartland of. i~~ern~ti~nal 

capitalism (in the U.S .Aj, not to mention the twenty-year old marriage tO i,ii' 

English woman, tl').e bourge~is, Western-type lifesty-le of most African .academics 
J . ---~··. 

of which he is a part wou~d, on the surface, suggest some distance from 
t . • I - . - . 

African culture. Yet at !a closer- rook, Mazrui emerges as more than ·jus.t , a 
• f . 

deep·ly WeSt.Or~i;;~ :r~c,n. While the. tendency, in especially his e.arly , 

war ks, to cons u 1 t pre darn antl y .. W9 tern so:c e '.'.__ at s :h~l a\::_,in hf s war k could 

be J"~iarded _as ~:,~~b~bi yr a •. meaSU're '·_?f hi;·.-W'eSternizatiOn, the Charge Of . . A 

. ; .. . ~ -·· 
fundamental Westerniza~ion bas~d - on th-e kind of scholars he "initially ci,.,ted 

_and constil ted, ;is at . . J:~t:~ ·only hair ·true. :, - · -~/ -. · ~ ~ 
. Fir~.~~t---L~~.i ~JlY-~~;~~~~~ltr~~~r~~~he1 e=> 

' l ... ~- - I,. '
1
-- _ / i 

J j .., ,,. • • _ ..... ~~ ~ - Ill 1' 1J'f-:.. 

w-ei~at-i~ve-J:-y-f·e w e:H:-ow-Af ri~Cc1rrS'"'cr:tM:iad-y"..::--e-g,ta'llITshed --J. n- the "he ld t o e .Htrer 
H- ts e<tr{jt y 

~quote. T-Ac6 taarli~r.'\tendency to_s,it,lf&:at~ use non-African 
r~+t .. c-,l,.e~u~(':1 i ~ t ris wn .... ·.,,y 

sourcesAwasr"" ~11 ife~, in part a result of the predicament of operating at a 
'\ +o c..~ s ..... fi- ~. 

time when there were rather few fellow African scholarsA · 

lJ!lder-recogrfaee b-~Q. •• 0,barg e tb at,, M~ . ....1·.s...u.o...u~.e.J..nJ.~§li..e-,.se~-1 a

wb.o seldo.m-e-OTim1Ttsltfr"i~<D1- h~rrter3'.~: f;:O::..p15'S:<es::s"'·~ 1. mae¥---as..:c.a._t..r;u.,ly_,AJ:r.;ia™ 
. - ~__.,.- -· 

~fci c.a~t. ' Secondly, Mazrui is not always citing Western scholar;t because he 
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is in agreement with all that they say. On the contrary, the evidence ~ 
/?, .$~~ suggest,5that Mazrui 's evaluation of European scholars is almost evenly 
·-· <._../ j ' ) 

ill$ f\\ t,._1\ ·-· -;,p, 

mixed. Thirdly, some of the things in~ which may at first sight 
!,. e. 

appear to be a reflection of how deeply Westernized ~n is, are, in 

reality, part of his African and Islamic heritages rather than ~ purely 

Western in derivation. This phenomenon is perhaps most clearly reflected in 
ti"is 

M-'dZfU-.f'"s use of creative literature in his social science work¾,1>0 1.hiel<i we, 
.___, 

.oow tJJrO..-

Q 
..... Tl1e=I;."1.'..tet'~enc-y---in- M,arlr.u.i..!s.....P.-01 i -t ·iea.J:-Sci.enc.e...W.r-i-Hngs · ' Ra -

There are ~ very few mainstream social scientistsL just in 
- ./ 

Africa but world1wide~:o draw on~ material from creative liter ature--
,_, ;I &k.Cta.ft?.A f 

poems, plays, novels, etc:--more often than Mazrui does. '£A·0··- ra111 BM..::.tf~ 
A ~ ~ 

4 the works of major literary figures ~Y Western and ,i'di~ Afri camW J 
I ___ '---

~ch ~Wyi-J J i::?ro::S:b?~~ ~,-~ -,Jt,.lex-ander :e.o~~woF-t~har res 

fil,,Qke n s , Ge~1-y-!f-~~Aey--J-e-an--I1~g.e....B.ei;.nar...ck 

~~OO>f*-Osea·r-W4·1-de,-J.ohn:,,--M-Htotr,""'Gi:-a-c-om-o5 uccr.rnr,~ 

r. hi nna Ache he , ,..A,.i-me-C.es.ai r: e .... f; z.e.k :j,a,l .M ph~r0k-0t.t.-~""f)e-Li' B&1:r-· tt~~, ~ e01~ffi--&ienima'f"--:-----, 

ref)eo fed (y -~ 
01He._an.Ebi over:- -·'-=<--cAy 1 __ ~-.~~ r:;mah, I ames la a1d:W!ifl-~~~~ ~ 

,>1 1-t;s hoo~s ~ ltrfi'c.!es, · · - -
~..ai:c;;t I at, f'::M' l"M ~11@ ~,et lrn ..,,. 

Westernization. ~.~------·---------------------------. 
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~et-,-if Mazr~i quotes heavily 
....--------- ---- . --- --· ... -·· . -- - ---- --

[

-nave] i sts, aAe 131&:ywrlghLs in his political science wot k, -he does it 
-l-f:.,tiu7.4 h,5 ed11.L-o.+,o~ 

partly because he has absorbed these pieces,A.and recollects them with 

onl:y 

enthusiasm. An often overlooked factor is that as a product of the Swahili 
J eve ( o r2ecf. 

cul tu re of coastal Kenya, Mazrui would have ·had, i t1 dttlMna::s-s., a predilect ion 

for poetry and verbal rhythm even if he had not gone to Western-type schools. 
wr\++e..., -hr""-~ of-

.. 

The Swahili are great lovers of words and poetry. An~Swahili ~ 

literature moo- Jq ,z,asj;;ur were in existence several centuries prior to the 

European intrusion on Africa. The alphabet used in the early years was the 

Arabic script Th~~~u.i.s.t:i-caJ J 'i A¼§.cj,py..§,,.Qe,9pJ,.!;:._,tbe-..,S~h-~~ 

_ ~ ?L n e d t .o cap tu r:e · tl+e4. ·a-..p.-0erns....atL-P-i;lQ,E;t::..kl'l.,tJL tl'1,~_ . .h ~lQ.-in.i,t,i.,,a.lJ.,¥:-Q.~,_--
. ..,_-_ ~ --..;:.....i,~ ~~:.a"r,.......,._ 

~t""t~eotip,-~o and only much 
...... "--'- ~ 

later shiftee te t:rfl.8. 

Roman alphabetJa....do/t-eJ . 

f().J..,o"'-~ 
)A~-'°11~/ -,.:--/\ the ~Swahili peoplef.:onversation is an art, and elegance 

\./ 

in that art is highly regarded. Therefore, it is not ew:;e:,, too far-fetched 

to suggest that Mazrui's abundant writing is, in part, motivated by 

to communicate, to converse with others
1

as it were. This attribute 

the Swahili culture. 

1 9 

0\... 
~ desire 

""«.:J )-
he owel to 

11. 



Mazrui 

The unusual utopian novel written by Mazrui entitled 

The Trial of Christopher Okigbo is only partly Western. Equally 

crucial to the formation of this kind of futuristic fiction, set 

in an African afterworld, is a Swahili lite rary tradition in 

which fantasy, theology and ethical conce rns are intermingled. 

The tale takes the form of a debate in heaven over major moral 

issue s. Christopher Okigbo, the Nigerian poet who died in combat 

in Nigeria's civil war, serves as the focal point for arguments 

concerning the political commitment of the artist. Here the 

content, structure and style of narration are as much African as 

they are Western. Mazrui's novel is a syncretic work fusing 

Christian, Islamic and indigenous cultural elements. So what may 

at first sight appear to be an excessive use of Western literary 

figures and forms is in reality a manifestation of what Mazrui 

himself would probably call "The Triple Heritage" at work. No 

genuine attempt at understanding Mazrui's work can afford to 

neglect such interesting interactions. 

To be eclectic, to selectively borrow aspects of one school 

of thought while rejecting others, to synthesize a new and 

distinctive position of his own--these have been the hallmarks 

of Mazrui's contributions to oolitical sci ence and literature. 

His life, which he onee ~ :~ summarized as "one long 

debate," has been an unrelenting quest for synthesis, 
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Ali A. Mazrui is one of the most prolific and 
most controversial African writers . He has ad
dressed a wide spectrum of issues and ideas, and his 
publications reveal the fertility of his mind, his 
imaginative powers, and his immense capacity for 
intellectual work. His writings in political science 
can be grouped in the following broad categories: 
comparative politics; international relations; politi
cal theory and philosophy; sociology; and sociolin
guistics and literary studies. To Mazrui's critics his 
proficiency is a defect rather than an asset. How can 
one shift from an analysis called "The Poetics of a 
Transplanted Heart" (an article Mazrui wrote in 
1968 for Transition, based in Kampala) to an investi
gation of "Mini-Skirts and Political Puritans" (Africa 
Report, October 1968)? Is Mazrui's writing speed 
and range intellectually dangerous? 

The burden of proof rests with those who 
would claim that writing slowly necessarily results 
in greater profundity and depth. Those scholars 
(African as well as non-African who have been 
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rather slow in wntmg have not necessarily pro
duced more impressive contributions than Mazrui. 
Yet some of Mazrui's detractors ("professional 
Mazrui basher~as he prefers to call them) contend 
that his'-tompuls10n to wr,~ and lecture relentlessly 
reveals a major weaknes~he tendency not to en
gage in research and to gather data before putting 
his scholarly observations and thoughts into writ-
ing. 

Ali Al' Amin Mazrui was born in Mombasa, 
Kenya, on 24 February 1933 and was the son of 
Al'Amin Ali Mazrui, a judge of Islamic law, and 
Safia Suleiman Mazrui. After receiving his early 
education in local schools, the young Mazrui left for 
England to study at Huddersfield College of Tech
nology in Yorkshire, then at the University of Man
chester, where he earned his B.A. in 1960. Having 
won a Rockefeller Foundation fellowship, he at
tended Columbia University in New York, receiv
ing his M.A. in 1961. He then returned to){>olitical 
analyst, a job he held on a part-time basis from 1962 
to 1965 also writing and broadcasting for Radio 
Uganda,koundation awarded him a research grant 
in 1965, and Mazrui earned his D. Phil. at Oxford 
University the following year. Beginning in 1963 he 
had lived in Kampala, Uganda, and became head of 
the department/in 1965, then (after his return from 
Oxford) dean a the Faculty of Social Sciences in 
1967. Mazrui also taught in the United States as a 
visiting professor at several schools, including the 
University of Chicago, Northwestern, UCLA, and 
Harvard. In 1973 he accepted a full-time professor
ship in political science at the University of Michi
gan. He currently lives in Ann Arbor with his wife, 
Molly Vickerman Mazrui, a teacher whom he mar
ried on 27 October 1962, and their three sons. 

Throughout his wide-ranging career Mazrui 
has consistently refused to be restricted, by others 

-ftfl4. as well as by himself, to a narrow field of 
specialization. Some of his critics argue that by 
rejecting limitations, he has sacrificed intellectual 
depth and genuine scholarly sophistication. Because 
he does not spend enough time on one theme or 
subfield, these critics claim that Mazrui only 
scratches the surface. Some of his readers wish he 
would return to certain issues and questions he has 
raised in the past, but he never seems to find time to 
do so. Mazrui continually tantalizes and excites the 
reader's mind; he also keeps moving on to new 
horizons. 

Mazrui ~ntains an enormous volume of 
correpondenc~ufficiently large to constitute, for 
many people, a full-time vocation. Some of this 
correspondence concerns debates with intellectual 
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adversaries. Some of it involves merely acknowledg
ing greetings from his many admirers. But the scale 
of his personal correspon~ce is truly remarkable. 
This side of Mazrui'l:J}lis immersion in a 
correspondence-based cultural exchangAs proba
bly derived from his Westernization. 1'fut many 
Africans or Muslims worry unduly about respond
ing to every letter addressed to them. Future biogra
phers may want to examine this side of his literary 
productivity. 

A major characteristic of Mazrui is his capac
ity for generating debate and controversy. His prov
ocations are usually carefully thought out, including 
an anticipation of likely hostile responses and prep
aration for rebuttal when the occasion arises. One 
example is Mazrui's early article "Nkrumah, the 
Leninist Cza~ published in Transition in 1966. The 
very title of d(e article is ~unusual and was care
fully calculated to stimu1ate critical thinking and 
examination of the legacy of one of Africa's 
postcolonial heroes. If one is a Marxist-Leninist, 
how can one also b'e a czar? This apparent contra-__,, 
diction betrays Mazrui's fascination with paradoxes 
and his inclination to illustrate how things that may, 
on the surface, appear vastly different from each 
other, even the opposite of each other, are reconcil
able when probed to their depths. Indeed they may 
be curiously similar in some fundamental respects. 

In the essay on Kwame Nkrumah, Mazrui's 
argument is that by leading the former British col
ony of the Gold Coast to independence, Nkrumah 
was a great Gold Coaster. Also, by being a deeply 
dedicated proponent of the continental unity of Af
ricans and a great source of inspiration for and 
force behind Pan-Africanism, Nkrumah was also a 
great African. However, Nkrumah invested far 
more time, energy, and resources on the dream of 
continental unity than he seemed to have invested 
in enhancing the new nation of Ghana's socioeco
nomic well-being and development. Thus, as 
Nkrumah increasingly became a tyrant who be
haved more like a monarch (hence a czar), and as 
his ideology and political behavior moved increas
ingly to the left, borrowing overtly from Lenin 
(hence a Leninist), Nkrumah came to combine the 
seemingly contradictory attributes of a czar and a 
Lenin. To some extent, Nkrumah, Mazrui suggests, 
even became a fusion of the two. The controversy 
generated by Mazrui's brief piece on Nkrumah 
clearly illustrates how Mazrui excels in provoking 
critical thinking and energ~debates. 

Mazrui's writing styl~leganftt tasteful, artis
tic, memorable, and highly quotabl - lso contrib
utes to the longevity and passion oft e debates he 
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unleashes. He breathes life and excitement into 
most of the things he writes about. It was not 
entirely in jest that one of his critics, Colin Leys, 
states "Ali A. Mazrui is incapable of writing a dull 
p~ragrap~He writes zestfully, producing racy and 
vigorous prose. 

Adept at thinking quickly and synthesizing 
ideas on his feet, Mazrui is a witty, articulate, and 
dangerous intellectual adversary, especially in pub
lic exchanges. His most potent intellectual weapon 
is his capacity to see through ideas and arguments 
and to point out quickly any internal contradictions 
or irrationality. He reminds one of what German 
sociologist Max Weber once termed an "exposer of 
nonsens~ 

By icfentifying two broad and seemingly con
tradictory tendencies in Nkrumah, Mazrui was 
doin~at has since become his consistent trade
mar -I tempting to reconcile paradoxes. For ex
ample, azrui's BBC Reith Lectures of 1979, subse
quently published in an expanded version as The 
African Condition: A Political Diagnosis (1980) , focus on 
six major paradoxes: (1) although Africa was the 
first habitat of humankind, the continent has been 
the last to become civilized; (2) while Africans may 
not be the most brutalized of all peoples, they are 
probably the most humiliated in modern history; 
(3) African societies are not the closest to the West 
culturally, but they are experiencing the most rapid 
pace of Westernization in this century; ( 4) even 
though Africa is not the poorest of the regions of the 
world in resources, it is the least developed of the 
inhabited continents; (5) Africa is not the smallest 
of the continents, but it is probably the most frag
mented; and (6) Africa is the most central of all 
continents in geographical location, but politically 
and to some extent militarily if may be the most 
marginal. 

Akin to Mazrui's fascination with paradoxes is 
his tendency to state things in a paradoxical or 
dialectical way, or to invert what others may have 
said before. For example, as he says in his 1983 
essay "Zionism and Apartheid~"Hitler was at once 
the greatest enemy of the Jews in history and the 
greate~t (if unconscious) friend of the concept of 
"I§rael~In The African Condition he writes: "Al
thµ gh the Second World War was ... politically liber
atilig for Africans ... that same war was an important 
stage in the incorporation of Africa into the world 
capitalist system thereby leading to Africa's eco
nomic enslavemenf" Inverting Lord Action's well
known dictum about PP1Zer, Mazrui asserts that 
"powerlessness corrupt9l:jjmd absolute powerless
ness currupts absolutely" ("The Third World and 
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International Terrorism~ Third World Q.yarterly, 
April 1985). . ;J 

Side by side with the exploitation of paradoxes 
as analytical tools is Mazrui's recurrent use of anal
ogies -as heuristic devices. His comparison of 
Nigeria's soldie~tatesm/n Yakubu Gowan to Abra
ham Lincoln, or of Kenya's Tom Mboya to John F. 
Kennedy, or of Lebanon to the "first Israel" (or a 
"Christian Israel") are all examples of a recurrent 
tendency to understand and to instruct by associat
ing seemingly unrelated ideas and categories. 

Mazrui's love for uniting qualities that may 
appear to be contradictory is evident from his early 
work to his latest books, including The Africans: A 
Triple HeritageJt-986). The Reith Lectures of 1979 
probably influenced the BBC to choose Mazrui as 
the writer and presenter of the television series The 
Africans, telecast in 1986, a nine-part series with the 
book version accompanying it (both series and book 
also available in the United States). Mazrui's televi
sion debut thrust him to what is probably the pinna
cle of controversy in his career. Mazrui's provoca
tive views on the three legaci~nfluencing the Afri
can experience and identitxtJ,1ndigenous, Islamic, 
and Western (especially the negative impact of the 
W est0rritated many conservatives in the West 
and many of his fellow Africans. 

The director of the U.S. National Endowment 
for the Humanities (NEH), Lynne Cheney, de
nounced Mazrui's series as an "anti-Western dia
tribe" and as "pro-[Muammar] Qstddafy." The NEH 
even went to the extent of removing its name from 
the list of credits for the series. Mazrui must have 
realized and appreciated the irony that by removing 
its name from the list of credits and by noisily 
refusing to donate some sixty-thousand dollars for 
promoting the program, the NEH had unintention
ally but effectively contributed to the profitability of 
the series well in excess of the sum it had refused to 
make available. As a result of the controversy gen
erated by the NEH, far more people had their curi
osity aroused, and many who otherwise would not 
even have noticed the series subsequently watched 
the nine-part program in its entirety. 

In this series Mazrui ultimately places the 
blame for most of Africa's problems (political, eco
nomic, and social) at the doors of the three culprits: 
Western imperialism, African ecology, and poor 
judgment and lack of vision on the part of Africa's 
leaders. Many viewers of the series preferred to 
select arbitrarily only one of these culprits and to 
respond as if Mazrui had intended to hold not all 
three, but only one of them responsible for Africa's 
predicament. 
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The dynamics of the controversy that ensued 
are fascinating in themselves. At one time some 
Black American ultranationalists charged that 
Mazrui's series amounted to a betrayal of the black 
race by...one of its own. But when these same black 
critics discovered that Reaganite ultraright-wingers 
had denounced the series, they quickly decided to 
reassess their position. The last thing they wanted 
to do, as marginalized black Americans, was to 
share an irritation with those they probably re
garded as their worst enemie~nservative right
wingers. Perhaps Mazrui's gr~~st gift to Africa 
and its descendants is the soul-searching and reex
amination of ideas that his consciously provocative 
work has generated, not only in Africa itself but, to 
some extent, worldwide. His television series, the 
most internationalized and globally known of all his 
works, has to be placed at the heart of this legacy. 

These two major works (Mazrui's Reith Lec
tures and The Africans: A Trip le Heritage) initiated 
serious debates not only in the West but in Africa as 
well. Most of his audience either like his work 
deeply or dislike it intensely. In the latter case the 
hostility is sometimes so intense that it stretches to 
the point of irrational hatred. Balanced or middle
of-the-road~positions are rare among responses to 
"Mazruian ". An even more intriguing phenome
non is that ome of Mazrui's ardent critics seem to 
be unfamiliar with his works. This category in
cludes people who have never read his works but 
feel strongly about them on the basis, not of dis
agreement with his ideas, but rather of a stereo
typed perception of Mazrui that they have somehow 
acquired. Perhaps no other scholar from Africa in
cites such passionate responses among people who 
have neither familiarized themselves with his writ
ings nor met him. What these tendencies reveal is 
how debates and discussions initiated by Mazrui 
tend to take on a life of their own. In the end some 
of these debates retain very little of what Mazrui's 
ideas were. To some extent Mazrui himself invites 
this kind of reaction. One has to be unusually re
served or inhibited to remain silent about the many 
ideas Mazrui communicates either orally or in writ
ing. 

Although Mazrui was educated mostly at 
schools in Kenya and England, since the 1970s he 
has become, in a professional sense, very American
ized. This Americanization includes the decision, 
following his flight from Idi Amin's Uganda, to 
settle in the United States. But it is probably in 
terms of professional behavior that Mazrui is most 
American. The tendency to write feverishly is more 
American than British. Indeed, the British, among 
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whom Mazrui was a student for almost a decade, do 
not place special emphasis on heavy publishing as 
necessary credential for survival in their academic 
community. Because of his living in the United 
States,-his tendency toward productivity has been 
further reinforced and provided with considerable 
infrastructural support. One of the benefits of 
Mazrui's life in exile has been the enhancement of 
his prolificity due to the facilities of a developed 
industrial society. 

There is some truth in the charge that because 
Mazrui does so many things at the same time, his 
many writing projects often seem to need more 
solid supporting data than he provides. By attempt
ing to be a jack of all trades, Mazrui has, in a sense, 
denied scholarship as well as himself the best that 
his gifts might have yielded had his scholarly and 
intellectual activities been mie focused. It is not 
easy to sustain theoretical c rence when one's 
intellectual net is cast so wi ely. The questions 
Mazrui has raised on all kinds of issues, less than 
the theoretical thrust of his wide-ranging contribu
tion, will constitute the backbone of the Mazrui 
legacy in academia, both in Africanist circles and 
beyond. 

There are times when Mazrui seems to engage 
in intellectualizing for the sake of intellectualizing. 
And there is also the problem of internal consis
tency whenever one writes as much as Mazrui does. 
For example, the seven strategies he recommends 
for combating underdevelopment in Africa~ in
digenization, domestication, diversification, hori
zontal interpenetration, vertical counterpenetration, 
domestic austerity in the Third World, and encour
aging northern extravagance/, while insighf and 
suggestive, do pull in con'tradictory directions. 
Mazrui can at times be the victimf of his own 
paradoxes. 

If Mazrui is the most prolific of black Africa's 
social scientists, he is probably also the most "cul
tur~ While he does not entirely ignore the role of 
matelial forces in Africa, he places far greater im
portance on the impact of culture on African reali
ties than most of his peers do. This preoccupation is 
reflected by how often the terms culture or cultural 
appear in the titles of his books. Apart from the 
word Africa itself, no other term is more recurrent. 
In fact Mazrui's longest book has both terms in the 
title: A World Federation of Cultures: An A.frican Perspec
tive (1976). In this book Mazrui recommends a strat
egy for attaining world peace and social justice 
based on the concept of world culture rather than 
on the dream of world government. 
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Mazrui's fascination with cultural phenomena 
tends to encourage him to look into indigenous 
sources of the African condition. For example, 
rather than look outside Uganda in order to under
stand --and explain the phenomenon wrought by 
Amin, Mazrui instead sought to examine the per
sonality of the man and the environment that pro
duced him. While Amin operated in an interna
tional system characterized by the competitive impe
rialism of the Soviet bloc versus the Western pow
ers, there was a lot in Amin's character and behav
ior that was either personal and idiosyncratic or 
partially rooted in his Kakwa-cum-Islamic heritage. 
To some leftist analysts the cultural aspects of socio
political behavior are essentially part of the super
structure, a reflection of factors far more concrete 
and fundamental than the aspects themselves. Cul
ture, is, therefore, relatively unimportant to most 
economic determinists. By contrast, by focusing on 
the more elusive perceptual and cultural factors that 
would otherwise have been lost if the materialist 
approach was permitted to go too far (as so often is 
the tendency among the leftists in African scholar
ship), Mazrui's cultural approach restores some of 
the balance needed in understanding the African 
experience in all its comprehensiveness. In Mazrui's 
article "The Resurrection of the Warrior Tradition 
in African Political Culture: From Shaka the Zulu 
to Amin the Kakwa" attempt3 co examine tire Zata 
and the K.0:kwa (collected in The Warrior Tradition in 
Modem A.frua, 1977), he attempts to examine the 
Zulu and the Kakwa sources of the behavior of two 
important figures in Africa's modern history. 

The fact that Mazrui, deeply Westernized as 
he appears to be, should, in the majority of his 
works, pay careful and sustained attenion to Afri
can culture would at first appear to be puzzling. But 
he is not distanced from that culture and never has 
been. His early tendency to use non-African sources 
rather heavily in his writing was partly a result of 
working at a time when there were few fellow Afri
can scholars to consult or quote. Second, Mazrui is 
not always citing Western scholars because he is in 
agreement with all they say. On the contrary, the 
evidence suggests that Mazrui's evaluation of Eu
ropean scholars is almost evenly mixed. Third, 
some of the aspects of his writing, which may at first 
sight appear to be a reflection of how deeply West· 
ernized he is, are, in reality, part of his African and 
Islamic heritages rather than purely Wes tern in der
ivation. This phenomenon is perhaps most clearly 
reflected in his use of creative literature in his so· 
cial-science works. 
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There are few mainstream social scientists, not 
just in Africa but world~, who draw on material 
fr°n_ creative literatun(ljpoems, plays, and nov
el~ore often than Mazrui does. Q!.iotations 
from t~works of major literary figures, both West
ern and African, appear repeatedly in his books and 
articles, reflecting to some extent his Westerniza
tion. But he cites them only partly because he has 
absorbed them through his education and recollects 
them with enthusiasm. An often-overlooked factor 
is that as a product of the Swahili culture of coastal 
Kenya, Mazrui would have developed a predilec
tion for poetry and verbal rhythm even if he had 
not gone to Western-type schools. The Swahili are 
great lovers of words and poetry, and written forms 
of Swahili literature were in existence several centu
ries prior to the Et,1.ropean intrusion jn Africa. The 
alphabet used in the early years was the Arabic 
script and only much later was the Roman alphabet 
adopted. Moreover, among the Swahili people, con
versation is an art, and elegance in that art is highly 
regarded. Therefore, it is not too far-fetched to 
suggest that Mazrui's abundant writing is, in part, 
motivated by a desire to communicate, to converse 
with others. This attribute he may owe to the Swa
hili culture. 

The unusual utopian novel written by Mazrui, 
The Trial ef Christopher Okigbo (1971)\ is only partly 
Western. Equally crucial to the for~ation of this 
kind of futuristic fiction, set in an African after
world, is a Swahili literary tradition in which fan
tasy, theology, and ethical concerns are intermin
gled. The tale takes the form of a debate in heaven 
over major morf issues. Okigbo, the Nigerian poet 
who died in com\}at in Nigeria's civil war, serves as 
the focal point for arguments concerning the politi
cal commitment of the artist. The content, struc
ture, and style of narration are as much African as 
they are Western. Mazrui's novel is a syncretic 
work fusing Christian, Islamic, and indigenous cul
tural elements. So what may at first sight appear to 
be an excessive use of Western literary figures and 
forms is in reality a manifestation of what Mazrui 
himself would probably call "The Triple Heritage" 
at work. No genuine attempt at understanding 
Mazrui's work can afford to neglect such interac
tions. 

To be eclectic, selectively to borrow aspects of 
one school of thought while rejecting others, to 
syn~h size a new and distinctive position of his 
ow - hese have been the hallmarks of Mazrui's 
contn utions to political science and literature. His 
life, which he once summarized as "one long de
bate," has been an unrelenting quest for synthesis. 
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